Make Your Workspace Work for You

Moving your workspace from a corporate office building to your home office can restrict some capabilities and cause a loss in productivity. But with the right tools, you can work as effectively and efficiently as ever, right from home.

Check out Tripp Lite solutions designed specifically for the home workplace:

- **Home Office UPS Systems**
  Reliable UPS battery backup to keep desktop PCs, routers and other components operating through blackouts and other power problems.

- **Monitor Mounts**
  Maximize desk space and improve ergonomics with monitor mounts in a wide range of form factors and sizes. Options include full-motion, tilt and swivel capabilities.

- **USB Docks**
  Transform your personal laptop into a dynamic workstation with A/V, Ethernet, card reader and other ports on a multiport dock.

- **Cables & Adapters**
  Connect a range of devices including network, A/V, digital signage and power using Tripp Lite's broad selection of cables and adapters.

- **Power Strips & Surge Protectors**
  Keep valuable home office equipment powered with up to 12 outlets, and protected from damaging power surges with up to 4,000+ joules.

- **Charging Stations**
  Keep multiple devices charged when AC outlets are not available or not conveniently located using a compact charging station.
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